COMMUNITY HOOPS

OCTOBER 2016 - JULY 2017

Choose The Right Path.

Family
involvement

Parents are
encouraged to
come and be a part
of our community

Who we are & What we do
Choose The Right Path is not just our name but also our
message to everyone we meet
We are a unrivaled bespoke partnership of liked minded individuals who through
similar experiences both on and off the sporting platforms have developed a unique
tailor made series of programmes and packages specific to engaging and challenge
young people to attain physical literacy. To enable us to achieve this goal we work
alongside partnership organisations. How we do this is by using our unsurpassed
network of elite individuals within their chosen field of endeavor. These include ex
and current sports people who are household names alongside academics and
leading social practitioners.

MIP(most
improved
person)

Well done to Mirian
and Cimea
Our Team

Our goal. Inspire to
be inspired
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I did enjoy basketball before, but i
love it now. There is no stress to and be
the best player to get minutes in a
league game! We play continuously
which pushes me more fitness wise but i
also have become a lot more confident
because of other players and the
coaches around me. I enjoy playing
because at the end of the session, i am
still smiling.

competition between the ages and
abilities. Furthermore it is always
welcoming new and different players to
join in the session without any hassle, it
makes players feel wanted!

Yes, there definitely does need to
be more places like this, it gives kids
who don't play national league an
opportunity to play against other good
players with no one making their heads
go down, and it also feels like a family
environment where someone can
always fit in.

“You can only find the
answer if you ask the
question ”

I like the set up because again it
gives people opportunity, makes
people push others and everyone is
always just enjoying the game and the

WHY DO YOU COME TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT PATH?
I come every week because it is a fun and friendly environment, no
arguments just playing. Everyone pushes each others limits and
improves their skills and more importantly their confidence and
everyone believes in themselves as a player.
I did enjoy basketball before, but i love it now. There is no stress to
and be the best player to get minutes in a league game! We play
continuously which pushes me more fitness wise but i also have
become a lot more confident because of other players and the
coaches around me. I enjoy playing because at the end of the session,
i am still smiling.
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